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27.A The Verb ИмЎй+  Have 
 
In most cases, the English verb have refers to possession (of an item), and is expressed in Russian with the 
following construction, which we saw last year: 
 

у  когђ (possessor – 
in Genitive) 

(be) – verb agreement is determined by the noun 
(Use Ўсть only when you want to talk about thing’s 
existence.) 

Thing Possessed in 
Nominative 

 
У неё красЏвые, зелёные глазЌ. She has beautiful green eyes. 

У моегђ дјди нђвая машЏна. My uncle has a new car. 

У менј бѕли скѓчные кѓрсы в прђшлом годѓ. I had boring classes last year. 

У негђ былЌ ѓйма дЎнег. He had a ton of money. 

У ДЏмы бѓдет другђе расписЌние. Dima is going to have a different schedule. 

У когђ здесь есть дЎньги? Who here has money? 
 
Russian also has the verb имЎй+ have, (a regular ей-stem, exactly parallel to ай-stems) which is normally used 
with more abstract nouns and in some rather common expressions.  Some examples (we saw a few of these last 
year): 
 

Я имЎю прЌво жить, где хочѓ. I have the right to live where I want. 

Ты не имЎешь прЌва (genitive of negation!) так 
говорЏть. 

You don’t have the right to talk like that. 

Что все имЎют прђтив менј? What does everyone have against me? 
 
Note the useful expression имЎй+ в видѓ (locative in -ѓ) have in mind (by): 
 

Я имЎл в видѓ другѓю пьЎсу. I had a different play in mind. 

Когђ онЌ имЎет в видѓ? Whom does she have in mind? 
 
We’ll see a few more expressions with имЎй+ later in the course. 
 
 
So, is it “wrong” to say Он имЎет две машЏны?  Technically, this is a grammatical sentence, but it would never 
in 100 years be uttered by a native speaker of Russian. 
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 ПереведЏте на рѓсский.   
 
1. He has a typical American (first) name. 2. What does Kira have in mind by that? 

3. What do you have against me? 4. You have strange traditions at Princeton. 

5. Everyone has the right to live where they want. 6. I have my own bicycle. 

7. It seems they had a different book in mind. 8. They have greasy pizza. 
9. What do you have in (your) suitcase?  Bricks or 

something? 
10. I have a different actor in mind. 

 
 
 
 

27.Б The Nounjective Сам, Самђ, СамЌ, СЌми 
 
27.Б.1  The Forms of Сам 
 
We’ve seen the nounjective сам a few times, so now let’s look at it more closely.  First, keep in mind that сам is 
a nounjective, which means, as you well know, that in the nominative and accusative (the “direct” cases) it has 
nouns endings, while in all other cases (the “oblique” cases) it has adjective endings.  The endings are: 
 

 M N F Pl 
ИменЏтельный сам самЌ сЌми* 

Inanimate ↑ Inanimate ↑ 
ВинЏтельный 

Animate ↓ 

самђ 
самѓ 

Animate ↓ 

РодЏтельный самогђ самЏх* 

Предлђжный самђм самЏх* 

ДЌтельный самомѓ самЏм* 

ТворЏтельный самЏм* 

самђй 

самЏми* 
 
Note the “weird” stress pattern in the nominative.  Judging by the singular (сам, самђ, самЌ), the word appears 
to have end-stress.  But nooooooooo!  The plural is stem-stressed сЌми.  Какђе нахЌльное слђво!  
 
*Also note the unexpected softening in the masculine/neuter instrumental singular and all plural forms.  This 
same unexpected softening occurs with the nounjectives один´ (и) and ітот (от), which have однЏм and ітим, 
однЏх, однЏми, ітих, ітими, etc.   
 
Note: You do not get this softening in nounjectives formed from first names in {А}: С СЌшиным брЌтом; 
Лїбины дЎти; О ВЎринѕх друзьјх.  (This is a common mistake students make.) 
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27.Б.2  The Meanings of Сам 
 
Сам has (at least) three different meanings, all of which are normally translated with some form of the word self: 
 

Listen and repeat the examples of сам as you read along: 

 
1) Сам is used to indicate that the person (or thing) did something by it/him/herself, without assistance: 
 

НЏна самЌ всё сдЎлала.  Никтђ ей не помогЌл. Nina did everything (by) herself.  No one helped 
her. 

Я сам написЌл іто сочинЎние! I wrote this paper myself! 

ВЎра самЌ починЏла машЏну. Vera fixed the car herself. 

Мы испеклЏ торт сЌми. We baked the cake by ourselves. 

Дверь самЌ закрѕлась. The door closed by itself. 

+ Ты сломЌл компьїтер!  − Нет, он сам сломЌлся. + You broke my computer! − No, it broke by itself. 
 
 
 
2) Сам is used to emphasize that a particular person – and no one else – is meant: 
 

СЌша сам виновЌт. Sasha himself is to blame. 

Я ђтдЌл дЎньги самђй НЏне. I gave the money to Nina herself. 

НЌм самЏм нужнѕ дЎньги. We ourselves need money. 

ПрофЎссору самомѓ ђчень скѓчно. The professor himself is bored. 
 
 
 
3) Сам is used to emphasize the importance of a person.  This meaning of сам can appear as the very in 

English: 
 

Сам президЎнт пришёл на лЎкцию. The very president himself came to the lecture. 

СамЌ Мадђнна поцеловЌла менј в гѓбы. Madonna her (very) self kissed me on the lips. 

Мы вЏдели самогђ царј! We saw the very Czar himself! 

Мы познакђмились с самЏм сенЌтором. We met the very senator himself. 

Я получЏла письмђ от самђй королЎвы. I got a letter from the very Queen herself. 
 
Also note the very common expression Самђ собђй разумЎется It goes without saying; Of course.  Literally, the 
expression means by its very self it is understood.  You can leave out either самђ собђй (and say just 
разумЎется) or разумЎется (and say just самђ собђй).   
 
 
Be sure not to confuse the nounjective сам with the superlative adjective сЌмый: Он сЌмый талЌнтливый 
актёр в мЏре He’s the most talented actor in the world.  Note that in the forms where сам has adjectival 
endings, it is end-stressed (as opposed to сЌмый, which has fixed stress on the first syllable). 
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 Add the correct form of сам to the following sentences 
 
1. СЌша испђртил своё сочинЎние. 2. Мадђнна в востђрге от менј. 

3. Ты виновЌта. 4. ПрезидЎнт пришёл на концЎрт. 

5. Он пђднјл ђчень тяжёлый чемодЌн. 6. Окнђ закрѕлось. 

7. ВЎра ничегђ не знЌет. 8. Мне никтђ не помђг.  Я всё сдЎлала. 
9. Мы познакђмились с царём. 10. Компьїтер сломЌлся. 
 
 

27.В Ask: СпрЌшивай+ // Спроси<+ vs. {Задай+´ / ЗадавЌй+} // ЗадЌть вопрђс 
 
Recall that Russian has two different verbs ask (actually, there are three, but here we’ll focus on asking for 
information rather than asking someone to do something). 
 
1) спрЌшивай+ // спроси<+  когђ  [о чём/ком; где/когда/почемѓ, etc.] ask person for information / about 
 

Я не знЌю.  НЌдо спросЏть ЛЎну об ітом. I don’t know.  You should ask Lena about it. 

Он спросЏл менј, почемѓ я опоздЌл. He asked me why I was late. 

Почемѓ ты менј спрЌшиваешь?  Менј здесь нЎ 
было вчерЌ. 

Why are you asking me?  I wasn’t here yesterday. 

Все спрЌшивали о тебЎ. Everyone asked about you. 
 
You absolutely cannot (cannot!) use the noun вопрђс with спрЌшивай+ // спроси<+!  If you want to include the 
noun ворпђс you must use the verb below: 
 
 
2) {задай+´ / задавЌй+} // задЌть (irreg.) комѓ вопрђс  ask someone a question (about) 
 

Мђжно задЌть тебЎ вопрђс? Can I ask you a question? 

ОнЌ обѕчно задаёт глѓпые вопрђсы. She usually asks stupid questions. 

МЏша зЌдЌл профЎссору интерЎсный вопрђс о 
филосђфии. 

Misha asked the professor an interesting question 
about philosophy. 

ОнЌ весь вЎчер задавЌла нам вопрђсы о РоссЏи. She asked us questions about Russia all night. 
  ПереведЏте на рѓсский.   
 
1. He asks difficult  questions. 2. I asked Vera why she was crying (sequence of 

tense!) 

3. Whom can we ask about this? 4. He’s asking her questions again! 

5. Masha asked me about my sister. 6. I asked him where he used to live. 

7. I wanted to ask him a question about crime. 8. Compared to Nina, you ask really good questions. 
9. Why didn’t you ask me about that? 10. If Gena asks (tense!) about me, tell him I’m not 

home. 
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 УпражнЎние 1  ОтвЎтьте на вопрђсы по расскЌзу: 
 
1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  
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 УпражнЎние 2  ПереведЏте на рѓсский: 
 
1. Compared to Princeton, (finish as you wish). 

2. What were your impressions of (use o + prepositional) the exhibit? 

3. Pay no attention to the man behind the curtain зЌнавес. 

4. The Great Patriotic War began when Germany (ГермЌния) attacked Russia. 

5. The majority of the students at Princeton drink (singular verb) coffee with cream. 

6. Natasha, which book did you have in mind? 

 
  УпражнЎние 3  Write 3 sentences with the nounjective сам – one with each meaning. 
 
1.  

2.  

3.  


